Date: 17th August 2016

MEX SIGNS MOU WITH MID-VALLEY INTERNATIONAL COLLEGE
Mercantile Exchange Nepal Limited signed a Memorandum of Understanding to Cooperate and
Collaborate in the field of Finance Education in Nepal with Mid-Valley International College. The
objective of the MOU is to foster collaboration, provide opportunity for the students to have
theoretical as well as practical knowledge of derivative market and to facilitate advancement of
derivative knowledge on the basis of reciprocity, best efforts, mutual benefit and frequent
interactions.
MEX Nepal has been continuously conducting SPACE- Strategic Participation in Commodities
Education program in various business schools of the valley with the intention to provide firsthand
knowledge of the subject to the students from the leading practitioners of the industry. In the same
endeavors, this MOU reflects the mutual cooperation to promote derivative market education in
Nepal, to explore the training and employment opportunities and to give financial market
education and financial ecosystem of the country the required impetus by working together.
The MOU is a first of its kind of collaboration with an educational institute for mutual contribution
and cooperation. Moreover the exchange is keen to welcome more of business schools and colleges
to join hands so as to benefit the entire educational sector. MEX looks forward to incorporate the
practical aspect of derivative education and thus contribute towards the development of
commodity market in the country.
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